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Cloud Security 
Challenges

Eliminate the noise of too many alerts; and 
focus on critical issues that could lead to a 
security incident or data breach

Get comprehensive coverage for different use 
cases for Fast’s cloud-native infrastructure—
all applications are fully containerized, with 
Kubernetes orchestrating the workloads

Assess compliance with key benchmarks, such 
as CIS and PCI

Cloud Security 
Results

100% coverage of cloud accounts with full 
visibility and prioritized remediation—all with 
zero impact on the production environment

Gained coverage for use cases—including 
vulnerability management, asset inventory, 
regulatory/benchmark compliance, file integrity 
monitoring, incident alerting, and prioritized 
remediation

Dashboards provide a quick assessment of 
compliance to benchmarks

Online Payments Innovator Fast 
Gets Cloud Security Confidence 
with Orca Security

I N D US T RY

Financial Services
C H A M P I O N

Anshu Gupta, 
VP, Security

C LO U D  E N V I R O N M E N T

AWS

“There’s no silver bullet when it 
comes to cloud security, but Orca 
provides the coverage so security 
professionals know they’ve done 
their best from a security visibility 
standpoint.”

Anshu Gupta
Vice President, Security 
Fast
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Securing Customer Data 
Is Inherent in Fast’s DNA
Headquartered in San Francisco and backed by 
several venture capital firms, Fast is a privately 
held fintech startup established in March 2019. 
Its mission is to make buying online faster, safer, 
and easier for everyone. Its Fast Login and Fast 
Checkout products work on any browser, device, 
or platform, enabling a single-click sign-in and 
purchasing experience that makes it easier for 
buyers to buy and merchants to sell in a consistent, 
stress-free manner. Fast is entirely consumer-
focused and invests heavily in its users’ privacy and 
data security.

Anshu Gupta is its VP, Security. “As a financial 
services company, we have a strong need for 
continuous security and compliance,” says Gupta. 
“We’re always looking for best-in-class security 
partners to help us in letting people make online 
payments in a secure fashion, where they have trust 
in our product and know we’re working with state-
of-the-art technology to secure our customer data.”

Orca Security Provides 
Value from Day One for 
Fast’s Cloud-Native 
Infrastructure
Fast is a cloud-native company running 100% on 
AWS. All applications are fully containerized, with 
Kubernetes orchestrating the workloads. Gupta 
says they looked at various solutions for securing 
this dynamic cloud environment. “At first we looked 
at Amazon’s inherent security tools such as Security 
Hub. Although it has a lot of capabilities, it falls 
short in unifying information within a single-pane 
dashboard and telling us what we really need to 
focus on,” says Gupta. He looked at a cloud security 
posture management (CSPM) product, but it wasn’t 
mature enough to meet Fast’s needs. Another tool—
derived from open-source—yielded too many alerts 
that didn’t make sense. Gupta really needed an 
enterprise-grade tool that could fit many use cases 
and prioritize alerts so his security team knows what 
to work on first. Upon testing Orca, he knew he had 
found the best cloud security platform.

“I can confidently say that Orca 
is an enterprise-grade tool that’s 
doing its job when it comes to 
securing our infrastructure and 
giving us the visibility we need.”

Anshu Gupta
Vice President, Security 
Fast
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Orca checked the box on a number of use cases, 
providing comprehensive coverage. It satisfies 
Fast’s need for vulnerability management, asset 
inventory, regulatory/ benchmark compliance, 
file integrity monitoring, incident alerting, and 
prioritized remediation.

Gupta says Orca provided value from day one in 
helping Fast protect its infrastructure. He showed 
his executive team the extent of help the security 
and DevOps teams get from it, especially when it 
comes to remediation. “They immediately saw the 
value and gave us purchase approval,” he says.

Orca’s Ability to Distill 
and Prioritize Alerts 
Enables Fast to Focus on 
What’s Most Important
Other tools provide far too many alerts to be of any 
value. “Some issues are of low impact and aren’t 
worth acting upon right away,” says Gupta.

“Orca tells us straight away what we should focus on 
in relation to what’s urgent for Fast. When we look 
at alerts, whether they’re remediation advisories or 
interactions between infrastructure components, 
we can immediately visualize their real impact. Orca 
helps us triage and prioritize issues.” Fast is still 
early in its journey with Orca, but both the DevOps 
and security teams are getting good value from its 
findings. “Orca has helped us reduce operational 
incident management time significantly. And now 
we aren’t dealing with so many issues because our 
environment has been sufficiently hardened,” 
says Gupta.

One area where he struggled with other tools is in 
recognizing when an issue had been remediated. 
With Orca’s near-real-time visibility, it’s quickly 
reflected in the dashboard when an issue gets 
fixed. “One time when I was showing Orca in a 
presentation, we witnessed an issue disappear from 
the dashboard in real-time—an engineer had easily 
pushed code into production that fixed it.”

“In the financial services space, a 
single incident can be catastrophic, 
so we simply can’t afford to make 
mistakes. That’s where Orca 
provides us with total confidence 
we don’t have pending issues we 
need to be worried about.”

Anshu Gupta
Vice President, Security 
Fast
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About Orca Security
Utilizing its unique patent-pending SideScanning™ technology, Orca Security provides cloud-wide,workload-deep security 

and compliance for AWS, Azure, and GCP. After an instantaneous, read-only and impact-free integration to the cloud provider, 

it detects vulnerabilities, malware, misconfigurations, lateral movement risk, authentication risk, and insecure high-risk data—

then prioritizes risk based on the underlying issue, its accessibility, and blast radius - without deploying agents.

Connect your first cloud account in minutes 
and see for yourself: Visit orca.security

© Copyright Orca Security 2021. All trademarks, service marks, and trade names referenced in this material are the property of their respective owners.

Meets Multiple Controls to 
Satisfy Compliance Needs
Given its role in financial services, Fast is strictly 
held to regulatory standards for protecting 
customer data. “For PCI compliance, we’ve ideally 
been looking for a single solution that helps us meet 
multiple controls, be they vulnerability scanning, 
file integrity monitoring, system hardening, or 
compliance with frameworks such as CIS. Being 
feature-rich, Orca is one of the few available tools 
that help us meet our compliance requirements —
including PCI,” says Gupta. Orca reports show proof 
to auditors that vulnerabilities have been found and 
remediated. They show that Fast has its security 
program under control.

Orca Innovation
“One of the things I like most about Orca is that it’s 
constantly innovating,” says Gupta. “When Orca’s 
CEO frequently reaches out for our feedback, I 
take that as a sign he wants his product to be the 
best. He really listens to security professionals 
who constitute his customers to incorporate our 
ideas into the product. I’m glad we’re part of Orca’s 
journey, just as it’s part of ours.” Gupta’s advice 
to his fellow CISOs is, “Give Orca a shot. If you’re 
evaluating multiple solutions for cloud security 
and haven’t looked at it, you’re doing yourself a 
disservice. Orca is easy to deploy and use; it doesn’t 
disrupt your production environment and you realize 
great value early on.”

https://orca.security
https://twitter.com/OrcaSec
https://www.linkedin.com/company/orca-security/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgCyH7xISzQGbpzfnIaWy_w
https://www.g2.com/products/orca-security/reviews?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=b20008155601304206422a6f662c36701231a077-1619711891-0-AeHRUcKabiAVyPx3AQZRmryP2NyZ3e3KmUkUnmi2W-yQ9RZdozgaatysyeX3-HDthWW53-vX2wRSII0uJQUbak_371go-k0QAdrhD81nyyh9g6i45ExPSNArRS-tWBnRSu-Uzpr9kRc6YR8gVwgAahVFNAaSdj_1OurWSdHasCN_UIUx_zP4Zcg70tTo-8hBBizq0yUYkLqmqH9mZMtotHruI6Y-komGPjuUAZnkqYkkWoV-G6sxC1Oaon9OBZCK3U552NrmSDpkAVggQY-iAfyZN3Mku6-0ES8f0ytDBZuWaZUcp1ZcegI4Ut-jpnk25lxw1SD4svigjuKAlDU99qL4zYK5puoaABXXp69VeEnd0nUxPcFaClSIDXnsYvXX443r-J-gQ720jKZJKMi3ks0PcrTUW-AlHDFFPaWTa564nZkb4d6-KxrZFpKMkMBmYyAj0VAxj-TB7bARR5evBDhySFTT_1B6Z1KHTZgfk2U7FG_4GlbKQR_hQ2b-64CrDQ

